Breaking open the Cage: the story behind your favorite (and only) Wayland kiosk
Rewind Time
“If you wish to make an apple pie from scratch, you must first invent the universe.”

– Carl Sagan
Cool things!
Agenda

- Rewind time
- Who am I?
- What is Cage?
- Plans for Cage’s future
- Philosophy behind Cage
Who am I?

Jente Hidskes

Stockholm, Sweden

Master of Science in Computer Science

Software engineer in the streets, FLOSS contributor in the sheets
What is Cage?

Cage is

a Wayland compositor

for a kiosk-style user experience
What a kiosk?
Cage’s future

Different use-cases are the same, but different

One-size-fits-all compositor, but stick to kiosk-style roots

A set of plug and play abstractions, composed into “strategies”

Cage on phones!

Want to help? Reach out!
Philosophy behind Cage

I’m not a graphics engineer...

... yet I managed to create this awesome compositor!

Can I inspire you to do the same?

Or join me! Willing to mentor!
https://www.hjdskes.nl/

https://twitter.com/hjdskes

dev@hjdskes.nl
Finish

Thank You